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;~r~~ employee assistance society of northamerica I

I~~ernation~l ~~arvey of EAP ~ncl
Dear EASNA Member: ~o rk/Life Vendors
The Institute in San Antonio left all "We have discovered a service industry that undoubtedly makes the world a better place one life at a
who attended renewed and excited time, and it is actually financially viable." ~ survey respondent
about Employee Assistance. We
heard from experts in workplace

In the Employee Assistance Field there has been a movement to look at "integration" or collaboration of

violence, were exhorted by a business
services with other fields such as Work/Life and Wellness. The International Survey of EAP and Work/

executive to address mental health in
Life Vendors attempted to document current practices and future directions for the "sellers" of EAP,

the workplace, and laughed with EAP
Work/Life and Wellness Products in the corporate sector. This survey was part of a three-phase

circus clowns who then challenged us
collaborative research project initiated by the Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA)

to align ourselves with the world of
and supported by both EASNA and AWLP. Phase I focused on the professionals providing the services.

work not the world of health care.
Approximately 1,000 professional from the three professional associations were surveyed (Source —
Fall 2002). Phase II focused on the sellers of EAP, WorklLife and Wellness services. In-depth phone

One session that left me with much to interviews were conducted with a representative sample of approximately 80 vendors from all three
think about was the EASNA/EAPA fields.
Roundtable. The session was
designed to give the joint EASNA/ The results were compelling in that respondents predicted that 62% of the marketplace would have

EAPA task force information on what integrated EAP and Work/Life products by 2007. Respondents also predicted that 66% of these

members look for in a professional "integrated" products would be purchased by the same vendor. For those following the notion of an

organization, what they want retained integrated EAP and Work/Life product: research reported that in 1994 only 10% of corporations had

from EAPA and EASNA, and finally, integrated products; in 1997, this number rose to approximately 22%; and today, the number of

what a unifies; organizaiior~ should be reported integrated programs, at leas! by this vendor populaticr, is 33%.

providing to the industry, customer, Questions remain, such as "what is the actual definition of integration," and "how best can this be
and profession. accomplished?". Obviously further research is needed to answer these questions. One respondent

After reviewing the information from Wrote, "I see this time like the beginning of the computer age —ripe to be picked, room for growth and

the Roundtable and an EASNA board advancement rn this field." Other respondents voiced their concerns about the quality of the products

of directors strategic planning session, being delivered, such as, concerns that integration might dilute the quality of products. There was also

was struck with the importance of concern about the identity of each of the professional fields. One of the most chilling comments

the bi-national nature of EASNA. This concerned inaccuracies in assessment possible with the growth of Web related products and auto-

equal partnership between the mated services. The respondent captured the concern with this comment: "Push #10 if you are thinking

Canadian and US employee assis- of killing yourself ....'

tance communities has been rich with Phase III will focus on the "buyers" of products and, in essence, will be a replication of the earlier 1994
learning for all active participants. National Survey of EAP and WorklFamily Programs out of Boston University's Center on Work and
Through board structure, rotating Family. Susan Seitel (Work &Family Connections) raised questions about the end user —the em-
conferences between the US and ployee. Further research needs to include the perspective of the actual individuals using the services.
Canada, and the composition of In addition, there has been a huge response from the International Community: Ireland; Australia,
standing committees, EASNA has Japan; Africa and France. These countries have made serious inquiries about this research and
effectively created an organization requests to expand research beyond the boundaries of North America.

(Continued, Pg 4)
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New Editor Appointed to

Employee Assistance Quarterly
~,~,_..-.---- ̀  ~ Paul Maiden, Ph.D. has been appointed the new Editor of the Employee Assistance Quarterly (EAQ). Dr. Maiden is the

', °,. Director of the School of Social Work at the University of Central Florida in Orlando. He has been an EAP practitioner
since 1979. Prior to joining the faculty at UCF, he developed and directed the EAP specialization at the University of

~,t ~:_~,,,~,~ ,._ Illinois, Chicago for 13 years.

.i.. "s'

Dr. Maiden has published extensively in the EAP field and has also consulted widely in both the U.S. and abroad
especially in South Africa. Most recently he has been involved in projects in Russia, one that involves developing
employee assistance programs in the oil industry.

Anschion Maiden, Business Manager of Behavioral Health Concepts, Ltd. will serve as the Manuscript Editor and
Web Page Manager for the EAQ.

.~
~ ̀ ~ ~'L A number of new editorial board members have also been appointed (or reappointed) to the Employee Assistance

Quarterly. They include: Thomas Amaral, Ph.D., President and CEO; EAP Technology Systems Inc.; Mark Attridge,
Ph.D., MA, Principal, Research and Analysis, Optum; Rick Csiernik, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Graduate Studies Coordina-
tor, School of Social Work, Kings College, University of Western Ontario; Chelle Dainas, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist and former
Director of Employee Health and Wellness at Abbott Laboratories; Patricia Herlihy, Ph.D., RN, Research Analyst, Rocky Mountain
Research; Paul A. Kurzman, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Work, Employment and Rehabilitation Programs, Hunter College School
of Social Work; Dale A. Masi, DSW, Professor and Chair, EAP Specialization, University of Maryland School of Social Work;
Elizabeth L. Merrick, Ph.D., Brandeis University, Schneider Institute for Health Policy, The Heller School; Chathapuram S.
Ramanathan, Ph.D., EAP Practitioner; Paul M. Roman, Ph.D., Distinguished Research Professor of Sociology and Director,
Center for Research on Behavioral Health and Human Services Delivery, University of Georgia; Lourens Terblanche, Ph.D.,
Professor and Director, EAP Sequence, University of Pretoria School of Social Work; Beverly Younger-Urban, Ph.D., Professor of
Social Work, College of Health Professions, Governors State University. Additional EAP scholars are under consideration.

There are a number of other enhancements under consideration for the EA Q. They include:

"Notes from the EAP Field", a column that will include news items of interest, event highlights, etc,

Development of an op ed. column called "In My Opinion". The EAQ Editor will invite leaders in the field to address issues of
the day that impact EAPs. Alternatively, this column will also be used to encourage readers to "speak their mind" about a
relevant workplace issue. Editorial board members would also be encouraged to submit their thoughts.

■ Development of an EAQ website to include:

• Instructions for authors
• Bios of editorial board members and links to their emails and websites
• Web links to subscribe to the EAQ
• Anticipated content of future issues
• General article solicitation and special issues
• Index of recent Volumes to include title, author and abstract and link to order reprints
• Summaries of books reviews
• Inquiries to the editor

Web links to Haworth Press' other workplace related books and journals
• Web links to EASNA
• Web links to COA and accreditation issues
• Web links to other relevant EAP related sites/organizations (EAPA, SHRM, etc.)
• Annual EASNA conference highlights

Dr. Maiden may be

contacted at

(407) 823-6167

or by email

pmaiden@mail.ucf.edu

Articles submissions topics being sought for the EAQ include Drug free workplace, Work/family life, Workplace violence, Behavior
risk management, Quality of work life, Labor issues, Workplace conflict resolution, Older workers, Behavioral health care,
Information management and technology, Workplace stress and trauma, Gender issues, disabled workers, rural workplaces,
unemployment and underemployment, fitness for duty, global workforce, migrant workers, performance based contracting, and
emerging workplace issues.
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COA Releases

EAP Standards and
Self-Study Manual,
2nd Edition

The Council on Accreditation (COA) is pleased to announce the release of the
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) Standards and Self-Study Manual, Second
Edition ("Manual") for stand-alone EAPs. The Manual contains the "Introduction and
Guidelines to EAP Accreditation'; the "COA Policies and Procedures"; the "EAP
Standards", which includes approximately 400 best practice standards; a "Tool Box"
containing forms and questionnaires for the process; and the "Glossary" with 12 pages
and over 200 terms associated with the standards.

During 2002, the Manual was revised in conjunction with a panel of leaders in the field
including representatives from both EAPA and EASNA, along with feedback from COA
peer reviewers, input from accredited organizations, and COA's independent research.
COA thanks all EAP stakeholders for their valuable input.

Some of the revisions to the Manual include:

• A table of contents precedes each section of standards to improve organization
and make it easier to locate standards.

• Language has been clarified in standards that have caused confusion in the past.

• Several second and third order standards have been reorganized within and
among chapters to enhance the flow of the overall Standards and eliminate
redundancies.

• Standards related to affiliates have been separated from standards for staff in the
appropriate areas, and two new affiliate sections have been created: "Competence
of Affiliates" and "Affiliate Engagement."

• A separate Tool Box has been created that compiles a number of checklists,
charts, forms, and revised questionnaires that support the accreditation process.

• Table of Contents Charts were created to help the EAP structure the submission of
pre-site documentation.

With the release of the 2nd Edition, there are two versions of the Manual available to
the EAP industry (a hard copy and a soft copy on CD Rom). The CD-Rom is being
offered free of charge while the hard copy is being offered for a minimal charge plus
shipping and handling. In order to receive a copy of the Manual, please complete the
online order form at www.coanet.orgleapstandards.htm, or contact Tim Stockert, the
Manager of EAP Services at tstockert@coanet.org or (866) COA-8088, ext. 270.



EASNA Adds New Section
on "Business Practices" to

Code of Ethics
The Board of Directors of EASNA recently approved a revised version of its Code of
Ethics ("Code") to include a new section on "Business Practices". The Code was
revised in response to concerns that business ethical violations — pricing schemes,
deception in marketing, misleading reports, and low-dose interventions, to name a few
— are on the increase in the employee assistance (EA) field. A review of the prior
Code revealed a general lack of guidelines, within the EA field, in the area of business
practices.

"The EA field's focus on business ethics is, at best, thin and lacks the influence to
protect both organizations and individual employees", according to Margy Altmix,
President of EASNA. "Given the current focus on business ethics in corporate
America, and the lack of preparation within the EA field in the area of business ethics,
the EASNA Board felt we should begin to cultivate business-related ethical competen-
cies among EA professionals, starting with our own Code," says Altmix.

The revised Code includes new guidelines in the following areas:

1. Pricing: "It is unethical to knowingly put forth a bid that is insu~cient to fund the
EA Program as proposed".

2. Reporting: "This Code prohibits false or misleading reports for any reason and
encourages the EAP to clearly and sufficiently define for the employer how
utilization rates are calculated and reported".

3. Marketing &Sales: "EA practitioners that market, propose, or sell EA services
must be truthful, fair, accurate, complete, and sensitive to the employers' organiza-
tional needs and the employees' personal needs".

In an effort to promote the compliance of the Code, the EASNA board also adopted
new "Policies and Procedures for Processing Ethical Complaints," which falls under
the jurisdiction of the Ethics Committee. A complete copy of the Code may be found at
www.EASNA.org.

15th Annual EA~iVA Institute: 2003
EASNA hosted another enjoyable and enlightening Institute in April this year in San Antonio, Texas.

Mark Attridge enjoys
the Mariachi band
and snacks during
the Opening
Reception of the
2003 Institute.

Many participafed
in the Roundtable
Luncheon
discussion groups
regarding EASNA
EAPA cooperation

Keynote speakers,
John Maynard
(below) and Brenda
Blair envisioned
possibilities for
"Tomorrow's EAP."

Speakers Paul
Violis (left) and
Bob VandePol
talked about
workplace violence
at the Pre-Institue.

Presidents Update
(continued from page 1)

that is not only appreciative of the
similarities, but respectful of the
differences between the Canadian
and US members. Our bi-national
richness has better prepared us to
compete in a global market.

was also reminded that EASNA has
created an extraordinary professional
development opportunity through the
annual Institute. The quality of the
presentations and the intimacy of the
venue keep employee assistance
professionals coming back.

As we move forward with our
discussions with EAPA concerning a
unified employee assistance organiza-
tion, it will be important to remember
the information participants brought
forward at the Roundtable in San
Antonio. Eight members of the
EASNA/EAPA task force met in San
Antonio for 2 days after the Institute.
The discussions remain positive and
forward-looking. More meetings will
be required before we can present to
our respective memberships a
definitive proposal for one organiza-
tion. Iwill keep you informed as we
continue with the negotiations.

Margy Alfmix
EASNA President

Judy Janes, Bostrom
230 E. Ohio Street. Suite 400

Chicago, IL 60611-3265
Tel: (312) 644-0828
Fax: (312) 644-8557

Email: easna@bostrom.com
Website: www.easna.org
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